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homosexuality new world encyclopedia - homosexuality refers to sexual interaction between individuals of the same
gender the term gay is used predominantly to refer to self identified homosexual people of either sex lesbian is a gender
specific term that is only used for self identified homosexual females bisexuality refers to individuals who are comfortable
with both heterosexual and homosexual relationships, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port
manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you ll get back a bunch
of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe
and you ll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest, daffynitions joe ks com - 19th hole the only hole on which
golfers do not complain about the number of shots they took 32 bit resolution motion to spend four dollars, the devil s
dictionary 1911 the ambrose bierce project - the devil s dictionary author s preface the devil s dictionary was begun in a
weekly paper in 1881 and was continued in a desultory way at long intervals until 1906 in that year a large part of it was
published in covers with the title the cynic s word book a name which the author had not the power to reject or happiness to
approve, the of and to a in that is was he for it with as his on be - most common text click on the icon to return to www
berro com and to enjoy and benefit the of and to a in that is was he for it with as his on be at by i this had not are but from or
have an they which one you were all her she there would their we him been has when who will no more if out so up said
what its about than into them can only other time new some could these two may first then do
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